
 
 Coastline Management Meeting (CMT) Minutes 

March 3, 2015 
9:00 – 11:00 a.m. 

4th Floor Conference Room 
 

Name Present Name Present Name Present 
Adrian, Lori X Johnson, Nhadira X Rothgeb, Helen X 
Blackmore, Chris X Jones, Nancy X Sanchez, Jorge ABS 
Brais, Nathan X Khosravani, Mariam X Schumacher, JP X 
Cant, Dave X Lockhart, Heidi EXC Stromlund, Gary X 
Capoccia-White, Rozanne X Maharaj, Peter X Thompson, Dave X 
Dahnke, Lynn X McDonald, Jennifer X Wilkerson, Lois X 
De La Rosa, Jennifer X Miyashiro, Ross EXC Woodyard, Steve X 
Garvey, Judy X Nash, Bob X Worden, Mark X 
Groot, Joycelyn X Nguyen, Christine X Zentner, Aeron X 
Harrison, Nate X Priest, Michelle X   
Holliday, Ann X Rodriguez, Vince X   

 
1. CALL TO ORDER  

1.1 Roll Call 
1.2 Welcome: Chair, Dr. Lori Adrian convened the meeting at 9:00 a.m. and welcomed the committee. All members 

introduced themselves to the new Dean of Instruction (NBC), Dr. Michelle Priest.  
1.3 Adoption of Agenda: Add CDMA Closed Session Item  
1.4 Approval of Minutes: December 2, 2014: C. Nguyen moved to accept the Minutes of the December 2, 2014. MSU 

 
2. SPECIAL REPORTS & UPDATES 

2.1 *Personal Assessment of the College Environment Survey (PACE) (Aeron Zentner) –In November 2014, the Personal 
Assessment of the College Environment (PACE) survey was administered to 501 employees at Coastline Community 
College (CCC). Of those employees, 183 (36.5%) completed and returned the instrument for analysis. The purpose of 
the survey was to obtain the perceptions of personnel concerning the college climate and to provide data to assist CCC 
in promoting more open and constructive communication among faculty, staff, and administrators. Researchers at the 
National Initiative for Leadership and Institutional Effectiveness (NILIE) and representatives of CCC collaborated to 
administer a survey that would capture the opinions of personnel throughout the college. 
 
In the PACE model, the leadership of an institution motivates the Institutional Structure, Supervisory Relationships, 
Teamwork, and Student Focus climate factors toward an outcome of student success and institutional effectiveness. 
 
A comparative analysis between CCC and 69 similar colleges across the nation found that CCC has statistically 
significant higher rating than the other institutions regarding Institutional Structure, Supervisory Relationships and 
Teamwork. That data showed that CCC has a higher rating of Student Focus but the results were not statistically 
significant.  

 
Of the 46 standard PACE questions, the top ten average scores at Coastline Community College were as follows: 

 
1. I feel my job is relevant to this institution's mission. 
2. My supervisor expresses confidence in my work. 
3. My supervisor is open to the ideas, opinions, and beliefs of everyone. 
4. I am given the opportunity to be creative in my work. 
5. Student ethnic and cultural diversity are important at this institution. 
6. There is a spirit of cooperation within my work team. 
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7. My supervisor seriously considers my ideas. 
8. Classified personnel meet the needs of the students. 
9. Students receive an excellent education at this institution.  
10. Spirit of cooperation exists in my department. 
 

Of the 46 standard PACE questions, the bottom ten average scores at Coastline, which are identified as areas in need of 
improvement, were as follows: 

 
1. I am able to appropriately influence the direction of this institution. 
2. This institution is appropriately organized. 
3. I have the opportunity for advancement within this institution. 
4. Decisions are made at the appropriate level at this institution. 
5. Open and ethical communication is practiced at this institution. 
6. My work is guided by clearly defined administrative processes. 
7. Information is shared within this institution. 
8. This institution has been successful in positively motivating my performance. 
9. Institutional teams use problem-solving techniques. 
10. Work outcomes are clarified for me. 
 
Action/Follow Up Items: Explore further the issues related to institutional structure; follow up survey for Classified 
staff. 
PowerPoint Presentation attached.  
Some thoughts shared on the results and things we can do moving forward were as follows: 
 

1. Explore further the issue of Institutional Structure. 
2. Conduct a follow-up survey for classified staff. 
3. Provide greater support for classified staff to attend meetings. 
4. Department Managers to hold departmental meetings with staff on a regular basis. 
5. Submit or E-mail a schedule of staff meetings. 
6. Wing meetings should be held at least once each semester. 
7. Provide opportunities for Professional Development for staff. 
8. Document meetings. 

 
Comments: 
 
Nancy Jones – Delve further into the structure and organization. 
Lori Adrian - Structure of Mission Statement needs to be clarified. 
Aeron Zentner –Explore further the issue related to institutional structure. 
Bob Nash - Responses from classified staff was significantly lower.  Determine why response from classified staff 
was low.  Perhaps a follow-up survey for classified staff only should be generated to encourage more discussion by 
classified staff.   Encourage more participation by classified staff in the Classified Senate meetings in order to share 
information. 
Lori Adrian encouraged department managers to hold departmental meetings with staff on a regular basis. 
Michelle Priest – Perhaps staff could participate in meetings online (possibly through CCC Confer).  Chris Blackmore 
suggested that the appropriate hardware be installed and meeting rooms be set up properly in order to support this 
endeavor. 
Ann Holliday – If meetings are held online, handouts should not be distributed manually but available through 
projection. 
Aeron Zentner – Provide playback minutes of planning meetings. 
Michelle Priest – Fully integrate CCC Confer with Chat Room and the White Board for those meetings. 
Provide a facilitator for meetings. 
 

2.2 Education Advisory Board (EAB) – R. Miyashiro – Deferred to next meeting 
 
3. ACTION ITEMS: None 
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4. STANDING REPORTS  
4.1 Accreditation (V. Rodriguez): Follow-Up visit is April 6 and our ACCJC Follow-Up report is final. Dr. Rodriguez 

requested that all committee chairs and co-chairs ensure that their agendas and minutes are posted to the college 
committee websites. All managers need to make sure all the evaluations are complete.  

4.2 Planning, Institutional Effectiveness and Accreditation Committee (PIEAC) (A. Holliday, V. Rodriguez): The 
committee accepted the final ACCJC Follow-Up Report and an edit of the Planning Guide has been submitted for 
review. Wing Plans will be presented at the next meeting. There are 4 wing plans (instruction, student services, 
administrative services and president’s area). For each of those wings, all information that comes through in Program 
Review from a department is used in the resource planning for each Wing Plan that each department falls under. The 
planning is driven by that information and SLOs and SAOs. Each wing has a planning council with all constituency 
groups represented that meets to determine the vetting of the wing plan.  

4.3 Budget Update and Budget Committee (C. Nguyen): After PIEAC prioritizes the budget requests; the Budget 
Committee will meet to allocate the resources for those requests. Another action of the committee will be making 
recommendations on how to allocate the first installment of $437,000 for 2015-16 from the CCCD budget model 
revision. In both Budget and PIEAC the 50% law was part of the dialogue. There is expectation from the District that 
with this additional revenue we will try to level it. For CCC we come in at about 39%-40% in the 50% law. 

4.4 Academic Senate (A. Holliday): Dr. Zentner will be attending the Academic Senate meeting today to share the same 
PACE Presentation. AS will also be discussing bookstore concerns that faculty have, the EEO plan that has been 
presented by the District, Spring All-College Meeting debrief and the general academic direction that the Academic 
Senate thinks the college should be going in.   

4.5 Classified Senate (M. Worden): Exploring more options for fundraising, looking into a Taco Tuesday taco truck. 
Joycelyn Groot asked if Classified Senate discusses professional development activities for staff, but Mark stated that 
their mission is mainly networking and communication.  

4.6 Associated Student Government (ASG) (N. Brais): ASG is working on the structure of committees that are part of the 
by-laws that haven’t been active. ASG elections will occur in April and Nathan will meet with faculty to make sure 
that the Area Reps can go in classes to make announcements about ASG and the upcoming elections. ASG has 
approved a request from the GGC for a microwave for students.  

4.7 President’s Report (L. Adrian): The next President’s Bulletin will have many articles on students. One feature is the 
Student Ambassadors (many of whom are ASG Officers) who have been working the front desk at the College Center 
welcoming everyone and assisting visitors with any questions they may have.  
- A copy of the Proposed Common Committee Calendar was sent to all committee members. Dr. Adrian shared that 
OCC President, Dr. Dennis Harkins and the college Executive Assistants, have been working on this project. Initially 
the plan was to have District and College meetings on specific days, but that was not workable. We have moved onto 
a proposal of having participatory governance like meetings at the same times during the week/month. The calendar 
will continue to be discussed further at the District Consultation Council (DCC) meeting, but Dr. Adrian would like 
feedback and to make sure all of our CCC meetings are on the calendar. We may not be able to implement the entire 
calendar in one go, but maybe a few meetings can change. Ann Holliday shared that moving some committees, like 
Curriculum, will hurt membership for Faculty since they are usually 2 – 3 year terms. Some people may have to give 
up their terms.  
-Also being discussed at DCC will be a re-worked District Governance structure document. DCC is equivalent to our 
College Council and reporting to DCC will be sub committees (DTAC, Facilities and Budget). 
-The new Interim Chancellor, Dr. Richard A. Jones, has started. We will have a welcome for him at Coastline in 
April. 
-OEI Update: CCC has been authorized to move to Canvas. OEI and Canvas are still negotiating, but we are ready to 
switch and get started once they are. Dr. Serban is calling a meeting of the District LMS committee to possibly 
encourage OCC and GWC to consider Canvas in possibly 18 months.  

4.8 Executive Team Report – J.  Groot, C. Nguyen, V. Rodriguez 
• J. Groot - MECTBD: Enrollments are up in Active Duty and in our Kaiser contract. Classified positions are all 

filled in the dept. The Director position (Laurie Melby’s old position) that will close soon will be tasked with 
project management in the entire department. MECTBD has some new corporate contracts:  
State Chancellor’s Office is granting us $100,000 to further develop a contract readiness online training program. 
OLIT has developed a standardized platform on which we can build any customized training for new clients.  
US Vets MOU “Outside the Wire” – An organization that will be able to provide psychological resources in 
counseling to Veterans.  
Goodwill of OC – looking at our online programs that are specific to career pathways. 
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Kevin Erdkamp and the Military Dept. are providing a free tax workshop to military vets and their families on 
March 21st at NBC.  

• C. Nguyen – Admin Services: Christine will provide a budget overview at the next meeting, but some highlights 
are: Budget Study session on March 18 at the Board Meeting. Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) of 1.58% to 
the District, lots of 1time funding coming to the District. Growth 1% cap will go into effect for 15-16. Measure M 
$3.6M for IT infrastructure, we have already spent $1.1M on the computer refresh and Chris is now beginning to 
work in the AV refresh and the goal is to have it in place by the end of summer. Facilities: Christine and others 
have met to discuss signage with architect, brand/navigation for centers as well as digital kiosks. Parking 
agreement at LJC to secure 232 parking spots going to the 3-4-15 Board.  College Center bathroom renovations 
are scheduled to be complete this summer and the GGC boiler system will be installed and complete by June. 

• V. Rodriguez – Instruction: Enrollments are strong; we have moved our registration dates earlier and advertising 
our schedule earlier.  

 
5. DISCUSSION ITEMS 

5.1 *District Technology Advisory Committee (DTAC) (A. Holliday) – Ann stated that most if not all have seen this 
before and asked if there was any feedback to take back to DCC. Lori shared that with the new structure of District 
governance this committee may change.  

5.2 *AP 7400: Travel (L. Adrian) – Lori wanted to clarify some travel updates in the Policy. Christine shared some items 
that we may not know, but should be aware of: a tip does not need to be printed on your receipt; you can write in a 
reasonable tip (NTE 15%) and be reimbursed for that charge. Also based on the policy, you cannot stay overnight for 
local travel, but it can be approved by the President case by case with proper justification. Laila shared that an 
additional change the policy was to delegate to the Chancellor the authority to approve travel for attendance at 
meetings and conferences.   The only travel that will now be submitted for Board approval is: travel for the Trustees, 
travel for the Chancellor and all International Travel.  

5.3 Performance Evaluations & HR Report (H. Rothgeb) – Helen reported that there are less than 5 evals (classified and 
managers) that need to be completed for us to be caught up. Nancy and Debbie are finalizing the list of FT and PT 
faculty who still need their evals complete.  
Purchasing Deadlines email went to all managers, please make sure everyone knows the deadlines. 
Effective July 1- all short term hourly employees will begin accruing sick leave. Managers need to plan accordingly, 
since it will impact how you schedule them and your budget. For every 30 hours worked, they get 1 hour of sick leave. 
A communication will be sent at a later date with more information. All VPs should meet with their managers to 
discuss this new policy.  

5.4 Leadership Retreat (L. Adrian) – Lori would like to have a joint leadership retreat, 1 day of all managers, then the 
following day with College Council. A subcommittee to plan was put together consisting of: Christine, Mariam, 
Michelle, Bob, Aeron, Nancy and Lynn. Laila will call a meeting for the subcommittee to plan for this retreat to 
happen in summer.  

5.5 Spring All-College Debrief – Aeron will send a debrief survey to the Coastline list. It was also noted that since the 
general session meeting was ahead of schedule, the faculty discipline meetings also got ahead of schedule and ended 
early. Some of the adjunct faculty showed up at the start time of their meeting and it had already ended. The schedule 
will be taken more into consideration for all future meetings. Joycelyn and her team did great with the game and 
interactive group work. Fall All-College Meeting planning is set to being this month. Aeron shared that at a recent 
meeting there was a discussion regarding our college goals and our planning for the next 5-6 years with the 
Educational Master Planning. We want to use this discussion to be a theme and ask if this is the direction we want to 
go and also have this conversation at the college level. We could possibly use the All-College meeting to be a 
platform to discuss the evaluation of the college goals and direction of our college which will help us develop our new 
Educational Master Plan.  

5.6 *Proposed Common Committee Calendar (L. Adrian) – Discussed in President’s Report. 
 
6. ANNOUNCEMENTS  

- Bob Nash shared that they are still looking for a topic for the All-College Workshop in late April. 
- Lori also asked to think about a dynamic speaker for the Fall All-College Meeting. Send her any suggestions so we can 
begin working on contacting them. 
- Chris Blackmore reminded everyone that there is a SharePoint training next week, please make sure to respond if you 
were invited. This is the first training of more to come. 
- Mariam Khosravani shared that the Foundation is having its Annual conference, the OC Global Women’s Conference on 
May 29 from 8:30 – 2:00 p.m. at the Westin Costa Mesa.  
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- Lori shared Congratulations to JP Schumacher & his team for assisting with APIASF, the JumpStart Event at the LJC on 
February 28.  
 

7. ADJOURNMENT - Meeting Adjourned at 11:07 a.m. 
7.1 Items for next meeting: 
Planning for 2015 Fall All-College Meeting 
 

8. CDMA Closed Session 
   

Documents Distributed:  
1. March 3, 2015 Meeting Agenda  
2. December 2, 2014 Meeting Minutes  
 

Next Meeting: April 7, 2015, 4th Floor Conference Room 
 
*Attachment 
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AGENDA 
Coastline Management Meeting ( CMT) 

March 3, 2015 
9:00 - 11 :00 a.m. 

4th Floor Conference Room 

Committee Mandate: To review and improve College operations and management through sharing information, discussion, 
and staff development. 

I. CALL TO ORDER 
1.1 Roll Call 
1.2 Welcome 
1.3 Adoption of Agenda 
1.4 *Approval of Minutes: December 2, 2014 

2. SPECIAL REPORTS & UPDATES 
2.1 *Personal Assessment of the College Environment Survey (PACE) - A. Zentner 
2.2 Education Advisory Board (EAB)- R. Miyashiro 

3. ACTION ITEMS 

4. STANDING REPORTS 
4.1 Accreditation - V. Rodriguez 
4.2 PIEAC-A. Holliday, V. Rodriguez 
4.3 Budget - C. Nguyen 
4.4 Academic Senate - A. Holliday 
4.5 Classified Senate - M. Worden 
4.6 Associated Student Government (ASG)-N. Brais 
4. 7 President's Report - L. Adrian 
4.8 Executive Team Report - J. Groot, R. Miyashiro, C. Nguyen, V. Rodriguez 

s. DISCUSSION ITEMS 
5.1 *District Technology Advisory Committee (DTAC)- A. Holliday 
5.2 *AP 7400: Travel- L. Adrian 
5.3 Performance Evaluations -H. Rothgeb 
5.4 Leadership Retreat- L. Adrian 
5.5 Spring All-College Debrief- All 
5.6 *Proposed Common Committee Calendar - L. Adrian 

6. ANNOUNCEMENTS (1-2 minutes per) 

7. ADJOURNMENT 

*Attachment 

To find out more about this committee, please visit http://www.coastline.edu/about/committees-councils/contituency-groups/#coasllinc-managcment 
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Coastline Management Team Tuesday, 
December 2, 2014, 9:05 a.m. -10:35 a.m. 

Fourth Floor Conference Room, College Center 
Meeting Minutes DRAFT 

Present Name Present Name 
EXC Adrian , Lori ./ Khosravani Mariam 
ABS Babier, Chervl EXC Lockhart, Heidi 

./ Blackmore. Chris ABS Maharai, Peter 

./ Brais, Nathan ./ McDonald, Jennifer 
EXC Cant Dave ./ Miyashiro, Ross 
./ Capoccia-White, Rozanne ./ Nash Bob 
./ Dahnke, Lynn ./ Nquyen, Christine 

ABS De La Rosa, Jennifer ./ Rodriquez, Vince 
./ Garvev Judv ./ Rothoeb, Helen 
./ Groot, Joycelyn ./ Sanchez, Joroe 
./ Halvorson, Mary EXC Schumacher, JP 
./ Harrison. Nate ./ Stromlund, Gary 
./ Holliday, Ann ./ Thompson. Dave 
./ Johnson, Nhadira ./ Woodyard, Steve 
./ Jones, Nancy ./ Worden , Mark 

./ Zentner, Aeron 
Meeting convened at 9:00 a.m. 

1.0 BUSINESS SECTION 
1.1 Review of Minutes 

• Review and approval of November 4, 2014 meeting Minutes 

Action: A motion was made and seconded to approve the November 4, 2014 meeting minutes 
with recommended revisions. The minutes of November 4, 2014 minutes were approved with 
recommended revisions unanimously. 

1.2 Approval of CMT Goals for 2014-15 
A revised draft goals list was distributed and discussed. 
The intent of Goal #5 Institutionalize Accreditation Standards was discussed and it was agreed that it 
should be revised to Support college actions for addressing Accreditation Standards. 

Final Goals 
1. Promote open and effective communication and dialogue. 
2. Foster critical discussion regarding planning and budgeting to achieve college goals as well as 
disseminate information to staff. 
3. Promote the Vision and Mission of the College. 
4. Collaborate on the strategies to improve institutional effectiveness in areas of student access, 
retention and success (including but not limited to college scorecard, SSSP, SLOs, etc.) 
5. Support college actions for addressing Accreditation Standards. 
6. Promote student success by regularly reviewing and remediating institutional barriers. 

A motion was made and seconded to approve the 2014-15 CMT goals. The 2014-15 CMT 
goals were approved unanimously. 

1.3 Printer Usage and Refresh 
Chris Blackmore handed out a printer usage statistics sheet for the entire college handled by MRC 
(our printer vendor). The usage data is pulled directly from the printers and this time period is from 
August 1 to October 31, 2014. If a printer shows a 300 count that means they had no access to the 
printer and it was an estimate and a 0 means there were no prints from that printer. Chris asked that 
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all managers use this sheet to formulate a basis for the printer refresh for their department. We are 
trying to be more efficient and drive down the cost of our printing. Consolidating small printers 
through a bigger unit will help us be cost efficient. Desk units are more expensive to run and the 
cheapest are the big work room printers. Helen Rothgeb also noted that we spend a lot on many 
different toners and maintenance associated with the volume of printers we have. We also have 
extra toner around the college that has been purchased and is no longer viable to use. This data will 
also help to decide what areas may need more printers and what kind of machine will be the most 
cost efficient. We currently have about 45 different models of printers and none are under warranty 
and stock to about 90 different print cartridges. We'd like to move down to 7 different models and 11 
different print cartridges. 

Action Item: Managers to meet with Chris to formulate a plan. 

1.4 Getting Started with Argos 
Helen sent a PPT on how to use Argos. Argos will allow you to customize reports on your 
departments/ergs that may or may not already come out on the Discovery Report that comes out 
monthly. This is for those who are interested in having real-time reports, on demand, as they need 
them for Banner. Dwayne Thompson at District provides training for those who are interested. 
Please contact Helen if you cannot access the report so she can change the securities for who has 
access. Discover will not be supported after this fiscal year and Argos will be replacing it for report 
writing out of Banner. 

1.5 Safety and Best Practice Training 
CCCD and Safe Colleges is putting all the training sessions online. Helen handed out a training 
planner sheet that shows the impacted groups and what trainings are offered. All those in red are 
mandatory and regulatory. A college-wide email will be sent informing every one of the trainings that 
have to be done so that people do not think the email is spam. The first mandatory training is due 
12/22/14. Managers please give your staff guidance on what is required to do. Helen will also get 
clarification on what exactly is mandatory. 

Action Item: Further clarification will be sent out from Helen or Christine. 

2.0 STANDING ITEMS 

2.1 Accreditation (Vince Rodriguez) 
• First Accreditation Follow up Report draft was completed last month and it was sent out 

college-wide for comments and edits. If you have any more please send them to Vince, Gayle 
and Danny. 

• The next draft for the Board review is due in January. 
• Danny has done a great job gathering information and even collecting info for the upcoming 

Mid-Term Report. 

2.2 PIEAC (Ann HollidayNince Rodriguez) 

PIEAC Voted to support the college in submitting a proposal to the District for a Bachelor's degree 
and then the Chancellor will make a recommendation to the state with one of the proposals from the 
colleges. The proposal that was chosen was GWC's for Community Corrections. Our proposal was 
on Cyber Security. The State Chancellor will pick 15 degrees and it is estimated that only 5 will move 
forward now. PIEAC also reviewed the Accreditation report. 
Aeron shared that in Program Review the AIPs (Annual Updates) have been coming in and the 
prioritization for Admin Services is done and the President's Wing is moving forward in 2 weeks. 
Student Services and Instruction Program Reviews are still being completed. He needs them in this 
week to meet our deadline. 
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2.3 Budget (Christine Nguyen) 

Christine reported that there is a lot of discussion at the District level on the Faculty Hiring Plan. 
Coastline is looking to hire 3 FT Faculty for 2015-16. 2 retiree replacements and 1 new position. 
-There is also discussion about growth funding, since what drives the funding for the Faculty hiring is 
the also the growth funding. There is a new funding growth formula and there is potential that the 
District will be capped at 1 %. 
-DBAC has now merged with DCC. There will be monthly or quarterly meetings. 
-At the last Budget committee meeting, members were updated on all the different funding available 
through categorical, grants, ex: SSSP fund, Student Equity, Measure M, Prop 39 etc. Some hiring 
will come out of the SSSP allocated funds we received. There are some strings attached with the 
funds we receive on things we must accomplish in order to receive the allocation. 
-Budget & PIEAC will continue to discuss the $1.3mil of ongoing funding that we will receive because 
of the budget model allocation revision. We must present a plan to the District by June 2015 on how 
we plan to release the monies. We will begin receiving the monies in 3 installments starting in 15-16, 
16-17 and 17-18. 

3.0 CONSTITUENCY REPORTS 
3.1 Academic Senate Report (Ann Holliday) 

-Ann Holliday reported that the Academic Senate will possibly be passing a resolution today 
regarding honoring the process for the determination of the District LMS. Rick and Ann will be 
meeting with the Chancellor following today's meeting. 
-Concerned with the FT Faculty hires. District Site is growing and it affects the colleges and the 50% 
law. 
-District Tech Advisory Committee was announced at DCC and Ann asked that it be added to the 
next CMT agenda for discussion. 

~.2 ASG Report (Nathan Brais) 
- In Nov 5 members went to the SSCCC general assembly 
- Supporting the I CARE campaign 
- Promoting Angel Tags. 
- last meeting of the fall will be Friday 12/12 in the 4th floor conference room 
- we have a full executive board and have 1 vacancy to fill in the area reps 
- ASG Spring Training will be the last week of January 2015. 

3.3 Classified Senate Report (Mark Worden) 
- Holiday Boutique will be on December 11 from 11 - 3pm. 

3.4 President's Report - No Report 
3.5 Executive Team Reports 

Instruction (Vince Rodriguez) 
The District Technology Advisory Committee is a Shared Governance committee. All VPs, as well as 
College Technology Committee Co-Chairs will all be on the committee. 
FTES Enrollment - started registration a couple of weeks earlier than prior years and are off to a 
good start. 
As a District we will be striving to hit our base, we will not have growth. 

Student Services (Ross Miyashiro) 
Title IX training will begin in January/February 2015. Mandatory for all college employees to be 
trained. BAT team members are the only employees exempt from the mandatory reporting/training. 
Student Conduct - Maxient (reporting tool program) has to be on everyone's desktops. There will be 
training on how to use the student conduct reporting tool. 
BAT (Behavioral Assessment Threat) Team will be implemented in Feb/March. Members will go to 
training in December and January. Action items for the team are: 
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1. Develop a process for response. 
2. Market the BAT team. 
3. Develop an intervention plan for each risk level. 
4. Update referral list 
5. Coordinate with outside services 
Refocusing on one item of the STAR Program specifically for HS students and it will be shared at the 
Counselors Conference on 12/5. 21 high schools were invited and 40-50 HS counselors will be 
invited. Workshops on specific programs will be open to the counselors to attend. There will also be 
a Financial Aid workshop. 
College Preview day will be February 6, 2015 at NBC where HS students will tour and learn about 
CCC. 
Latino Youth Conference will be in April. Currently looking for workshop providers for Latino 
leadership workshop events. 

Military (Joycelyn Groot) 
Rosanne reported that we are on an upswing for Military enrollments in Fall and our Kaiser 
enrollments continue to remain strong. 
Nate reported on State Authorization and in most cases it easy to be approved, but any states with a 
site rep or testing site we must be authorized. We have a presence in 13 states. Different states 
require different things for authorization and have different deadlines. Also, please inform Nate if we 
do any marketing (billboards etc.) in a different state because it could change our status and put us 
out of compliance. 
Mark Worden is our ADA 508 compliance officer (electronic), which is any student with a disability, 
has to be made whole. Our website or anything not physical must be made accessible to all students 
(closed captioned videos, text to voice, etc). 
Seaport has been performing for the semester and has been running very smoothly. 

Administrative Services (Christine Nguyen) 
We are moving forward with the Le-Jao Renovations. We will be adding 2,000 sq. ft. to the facility. A 
better Student Success Center, Cafe, an outdoor seating patio area will be added. This all comes 
from promoting student success and providing our students with a better student life experience. 
Another student driven project is Le-Jao parking and we have in place a year to year agreement for 
232 parking spaces with the City of Westminster beginning on January 14, 2015. Parking Permit 
costs are to be discussed along with different scenarios. 
College Center restroom renovations are going to be completed to be in line with ADA compliance 
with Measure M funds. 
GGC HVAC system will be updated and boiling system. In addition we have been approved to install 
solar panels in the parking lot. What energy we do not use produced from the solar panels will be 
sold back. 
Signage - Looking into making us very visible to the community and on each campus for students to 
easily get around each site. Hunt Design is the firm we are working with. 
Electric Car Charging stations will be placed at each site in the Spring. Fees will be discussed to 
make sure they are consistent District wide. Fees will be charged to employees and the public. 

4.0 PROGRAM UPDATES 
4.1 I CARE Campaign (Mariam Khosravani) 

Grateful for manager's participation in the I CARE campaign. Almost 70 faculty members have 
signed up and only 67 staff members have. We have 3 more weeks till 100% participation. She is 
hopeful that Coastline can be one of the first to accomplish that goal. 
Christine. 

4.2 College Professional Development & Leadership Committee (Bob Nash) 
This committee is for all (staff, managers, faculty) at Coastline. We support the Spring & Fall All
College Meeting and fund the design Spring All-College Workshop in April, hold mini workshops and 
brown bag lunches to share professional development ideas. We also fund the Summer Technology 
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Institute and help plan that with the DL/Technology Committee. We will be sending out a training 
needs survey to managers soon to find out what needs are out there. Any webinars that you may see 
that look interesting and may help improve professional development, please contact Bob or Cheryl 
Chapman and they may be able to fund them for you. We have Innovation & Bright Idea grants that 
are not large, but meant to help kick start an idea you may have. Joycelyn Groot suggested that 
when we do training we video tape it so we can keep it in our repository, so that others can view it at 
a later time when needed . We will look into consolidating to a site license for Linda.com, since many 
different departments pay for multiple shareable licenses. 

5.0 FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 
1. Review and approval of December 2, 2014 meeting minutes 
2. Follow Up Action Items 
3. EAB Research discussion 
4. Standing Items 
5. Constituency Reports 

6.0 ANNOUNCEMENTS 
• Please keep your Emergency Contact Numbers card with you and/or place the numbers in 

your cell phone so you always have them. Duplicate cards are available in the M & 0 
Department. 

• M & 0 Breakfast will be held on December 15 and a College-wide potluck lunch will be held 
on December 16. Please participate and let your staff know to participate if they plan to 
attend. 

The meeting adjourned at 11 :52am 

Next Meeting Date: January 6, 9:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m. 
Fourth Floor Conference Room, College Center 

Meeting Summary recorded and transcribed by Laila Mertz 

Documents distributed: 

1. December 2, 2014 Agenda 
2. Draft of Coastline Management Team Goals for 2014-15 
3. Printer Usage Report 
4. Keenan Safe Colleges Training Planner 
5. Spring FTES Estimates 

I 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In November 2014, the Personal Assessment of the College Environment (PACE) survey was 
administered to 501 employees at Coastline Community College (CCC). Of those employees, 
183 (36.5%) completed and returned the instrument for analysis. The purpose of the survey was 
to obtain the perceptions of personnel concerning the college climate and to provide data to assist 
CCC in promoting more open and constructive communication among faculty, staff, and 
administrators. Researchers at the National Initiative for Leadership and Institutional 
Effectiveness (NIUE) and representatives of CCC collaborated to administer a survey that would 
capture the opinions of personnel throughout the college. 

In the PACE model, the leadership of an institution motivates the Institutional Structure, 
Supervisory Relationships, Teamwork, and Student Focus climate factors toward an outcome of 
student success and institutional effectiveness. 

Figure 1. The PACE Model 

Climate Factors 

Institutional Structure 

Driver Outcome 
Supervisory Relationships 

Teamwork 

Leadership I~ - Student Success 

Student Focus 

NIUE has synthesized from the literature four leadership or organizational systems ranging from 
coercive to collaborative. According to Likert (1967), the Collaborative System, which he 
termed System 4, generally produced better results in terms of productivity, job satisfaction, 
communication, and overall organizational climate. The other systems were Consultative 
(System 3), Competitive (System 2) and Coercive (System 1 ). In agreement with Likert, NIUE 
has concluded that Collaborative (System 4) is the climate to be sought as opposed to existing 
naturally in the environment. Likert discovered that most of the organizations he studied 
functioned at the Competitive or Consultative levels. This has been NIUE's experience as well, 
with most college climates falling into the Consultative system across the four factors of the 
climate instrument. 

Of the more than 120 studies completed by NIUE, few institutions have been found to achieve a 
fully Collaborative (System 4) environment, although scores in some categories may fall in this 
range for some classifications of employees. Thus, ifthe Collaborative System is the ideal, then 
this environment is the one to be sought through planning, collaboration, and organizational 
development. 
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Employees completed a 46-item PACE instrument organized into four climate factors as follows: 
Institutional Structure, Supervisory Relationships, Teamwork, and Student Focus. They also 
completed a Customized section designed specifically for Coastline Community College. 
Respondents were asked to rate the four factors on a five-point Likert-type scale. The instrument 
was specifically designed to compare the existing climate at CCC to a range of four managerial 
systems found to exist in colleges and to a Norm Base of 69 community colleges across North 
America. The information generated from the instrument has been developed into a research 
report that can be used for planning and decision-making in order to improve the existing college 
climate. 

The PACE instrument administered at CCC included 66 total items. Respondents were asked to 
rate items on a five-point satisfaction scale from a low of"l" to a high of"5." Of the 66 items, 
none fell within the least favorable category identified as the Coercive range (rated between 1 
and 2). One fell within the Competitive range (rated between 2 and 3). Forty-four fell within the 
Consultative range (rated between 3 and 4), and 21 composite ratings fell within the 
Collaborative range (rated between 4 and 5). 

At CCC, the overall results from the PACE instrument indicate a healthy campus climate, 
yielding an overall 3.92 mean score or high Consultative system. The Student Focus category 
received the highest mean score (4.06), whereas the Institutional Structure category received the 
lowest mean score (3.70). When respondents were classified according to Personnel 
Classification at CCC, the composite ratings were as follows: Administrator/Manager (4.03), 
Faculty ( 4.15), and Classified/Confidential (3 .63). 

Of the 46 standard PACE questions, the top ten mean scores have been identified at Coastline 
Community College. 

• The extent to which I feel my job is relevant to this institution's mission, 4.49 (#8) 

• The extent to which my supervisor expresses confidence in my work, 4.31 (#2) 

• The extent to which my supervisor is open to the ideas, opinions, and beliefs of everyone, 
4.28 (#9) 

• The extent to which I am given the opportunity to be creative in my work, 4.18 (#39) 

• The extent to which student ethnic and cultural diversity are important at this institution, 
4.13 (#18) 

• The extent to which there is a spirit of cooperation within my work team, 4.11 (#3) 

• The extent to which my supervisor seriously considers my ideas, 4.10 (#27) 

• The extent to which classified personnel meet the needs of the students, 4.09 (#28) 

• The extent to which students receive an excellent education at this institution, 4.08 (#31) 

• The extent to which a spirit of cooperation exists in my department, 4.08 (#43) 
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Of the 46 standard PACE questions, the bottom ten mean scores have been identified as areas in 
need of improvement at Coastline Community College. 

• The extent to which I am able to appropriately influence the direction of this institution, 
3.48 (#15) 

• The extent to which this institution is appropriately organized, 3.48 (#32) 

• The extent to which I have the opportunity for advancement within this institution, 
3.49 (#38) 

• The extent to which decisions are made at the appropriate level at this institution, 3.59 (#4) 

• The extent to which open and ethical communication is practiced at this institution, 
3.66 (#16) 

• The extent to which my work is guided by clearly defined administrative processes, 
3.67 (#44) 

• The extent to which information is shared within this institution, 3.67 (#10) 

• The extent to which this institution has been successful in positively motivating my 
performance, 3.67 (#22) 

• The extent to which institutional teams use problem-solving techniques, 3.70 (#11) 

• The extent to which work outcomes are clarified for me, 3.75 (#30) 

Respondents were also given an opportunity to provide comments about the most favorable 
aspects and the least favorable aspects of CCC. The responses provide insight and anecdotal 
evidence that support the survey questions. 
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LEADERSHIP RESEARCH 

The term culture refers to a total communication and behavioral pattern within an organization. 
Yukl (2002) defines organizational culture as "the shared values and beliefs of members about 
the activities of the organization and interpersonal relationships" (p. 108). Schein (2004) 
observes that culture "points us to phenomena that are below the surface, that are powerful in 
their impact but invisible and to a considerable degree unconscious. In that sense culture is to a 
group what personality is to an individual" (p. 8). Culture as a concept, then, is deeply embedded 
in an organization and relatively difficult to change; yet it has real day-to-day consequences in 
the life of the organization. According to Baker and Associates (1992), culture is manifest 
through symbols, rituals, and behavioral norms, and new members of an organization need to be 
socialized in the culture in order for the whole to function effectively. 

Climate refers to the prevailing condition that affects satisfaction (e.g., morale and feelings) and 
productivity (e.g., task completion or goal attainment) at a particular point in time. Essentially 
then, climate is a subset of an organization's culture, emerging from the assumptions made about 
the underlying value system and finding expression through members' attitudes and actions 
(Baker & Associates, 1992). 

The way that various individuals behave in an organization influences the climate that exists 
within that organization. If individuals perceive accepted patterns of behavior as motivating and 
rewarding their performance, they tend to see a positive environment. Conversely, if they 
experience patterns of behavior that are self-serving, autocratic, or punishing, then they see a 
negative climate. The importance of these elements as determiners of quality and productivity 
and the degree of satisfaction that employees receive from the performance of their jobs have 
been well documented in the research literature for more than 40 years (Baker & Associates, 
1992). 

NILIE's present research examines the value of delegating and empowering others within the 
organization through an effective management and leadership process. Yuki (2002) defined 
leadership as "the process of influencing others to understand and agree about what needs to be 
done and how it can be done effectively, and the process of facilitating individual and collective 
efforts to accomplish the shared objectives" (p. 7). The concept of leadership has been studied 
for many years in a variety of work settings, and there is no one theory of management and 
leadership that is universally accepted (Baker & Associates, 1992). However, organizational 
research conducted to date shows a strong relationship between leadership processes and other 
aspects of the organizational culture. Intensive efforts to conceptualize and measure 
organizational climate began in the 1960s with Rensis Likert's work at the University of 
Michigan. A framework of measuring organizational climate was developed by Likert (1967) 
and has been adapted by others, including McClelland and Atkinson, as reported in Baker and 
Glass (1993). 

The first adaptation ofLikert's climate concepts research to higher education organizations was 
employed at the various campuses of Miami-Dade Community College, Florida, in 1986. A 
modified version of the Likert profile of organizations was used in a case study of Miami-Dade 
Community College and reported by Roueche and Baker (1987). 
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Results of the Miami-Dade study indicated that Likert's four-system theory worked well when 
applied to a higher education setting. It showed promise not only for measuring climate and 
responses to leadership style but also for articulating ways both leadership effectiveness and 
organizational climate could be improved within the institution. Since the Miami-Dade research 
project, more than 120 institutions have participated in climate studies conducted by NIUE at 
North Carolina State University. Various versions of the PACE instrument were field-tested 
through NIUE's efforts, and several doctoral dissertations. 

From Likert's original work and research methods, NIUE identified four leadership models and 
organizational systems ranging from Coercion to Collaboration. The Collaborative System, 
referred to as System 4, is generally seen as the ideal climate to be achieved, since it appears to 
produce better results in terms of productivity, job satisfaction, communication, and overall 
organizational effectiveness (Likert, 1967). The various NIUE research studies have verified 
that the Collaborative System is the climate to be sought. NIUE's research supports the 
conclusion that most organizations function between the Competitive (System 2) and 
Consultative (System 3) levels across the four climate factors of the instrument (i.e., Institutional 
Structure, Supervisory Relationships, Teamwork, and Student Focus). 

Coercion represents the least desirable climate and constitutes a structured, task-oriented, and 
highly authoritative leadership management style. This leadership style assumes that followers 
are inherently lazy, and to make them productive, the manager must keep after them constantly. 
Interestingly, a few employees in almost all organizations evaluated by NIUE hold this view of 
the organizational climate. However, as a rule, their numbers are too few to have much effect on 
the overall institutional averages. 

In contrast, a Collaborative model is characterized by leadership behaviors that are change
oriented, where appropriate decisions have been delegated to organizational teams, and leaders 
seek to achieve trust and confidence in the followers. The followers reciprocate with positive 
views of the leaders. This model is based on the assumption that work is a source of satisfaction 
and will be performed voluntarily with self-direction and self-control because people have a 
basic need to achieve and be productive. It also assumes that the nature of work calls for people 
to come together in teams and groups in order to accomplish complex tasks. This leadership 
environment is particularly descriptive of the climate necessary for productivity in a higher 
education environment, especially in the face of present and near future challenges such as new 
technologies, demands for accountability and the desire to accurately measure learning 
outcomes. 

As the perceptions of the staff, faculty, and administrators approach the characteristics of the 
Collaborative environment, better results are achieved in terms of productivity and cost 
management. Employees are absent from work less often and tend to remain employed in the 
organization for a longer period of time. The Collaborative model also produces a better 
organizational climate characterized by excellent communication, higher peer-group loyalty, 
high confidence and trust, and favorable attitudes toward supervisors (Likert, 1967). In addition, 
various researchers (Blanchard, 1985; Stewart, 1982; Yuki, 2002) suggest that adapting 
leadership styles to fit particular situations according to the employees' characteristics and 
developmental stages and other intervening variables may be appropriate for enhancing 
productivity. Table I is a model ofNIUE's four-systems framework based on Likert's original 
work and modified through NIUE's research conducted between 1992 and the present. 
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Table 1. NIUE Four Systems Model 

System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4 

Coercive Competitive Consultative Collaborative 

Leaders are seen as having Leaders are seen as having Leaders are seen as having Leaders are seen as having 
no confidence or trust in condescending confidence substantial but not demonstrated confidence 
employees and seldom and trust in employees. complete confidence and and trust in employees. 
involve them in any aspect Employees are trust in employees. Employees are involved in 
of the decision-making occasionally involved in Employees are appropriate aspects of the 
process. some aspects of the significantly involved in decision-making process. 

decision-making process. the decision-making 
process. 

Decisions are made at the Some decision-making More decisions are made Decision making is widely 
top and issued downward. processes take place in the at the lower levels, and dispersed throughout the 

lower levels, but control is leaders consult with organization and is well 
at the top. followers regarding integrated across levels. 

decisions. 

Lower levels in the Lower levels in the Lower levels in the Collaboration is employed 
organization oppose the organization cooperate in organization begin to deal throughout the 
goals established by the accomplishing selected more with morale and organization. 
upper levels. goals of the organization. exercise cooperation 

toward accomplishment of 
goals. 

Influence primarily takes Some influence is Influence is through the Employees are influenced 
place through fear and experienced through the rewards process. through participation and 
punishment. rewards process and some Occasional punishment involvement in developing 

through fear and and some collaboration economic rewards, setting 
punishment. occur. goals, improving methods, 

and appraising progress 
toward goals. 

In addition to Likert, other researchers have discovered a strong relationship between the climate 
of an organization and the leadership styles of the managers and leaders in the organization. 
Astin and Astin (2000) note that the purposes of leadership are based in these values: 

• To create a supportive environment where people can grow, thrive, and live in peace with 
one another; 

• To promote harmony with nature and thereby provide sustainability for future 
generations; and 

• To create communities of reciprocal care and shared responsibility where every person 
matters and each person's welfare and dignity is respected and supported (p. 11). 

Studies of leadership effectiveness abound in the literature. Managers and leaders who plan 
change strategies for their organizations based on the results of a NIUE climate survey are 
encouraged to review theories and concepts, such as those listed below, when planning for the 
future. 
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• The path-goal theory of House (1971, 1996) in which leader behavior is expressed 
in terms of the leader's influence in clarifying paths or routes followers travel 
toward work achievement and personal goal attainment. 

• The Vroom/Yerton model for decision procedures used by leaders in which the 
selected procedure affects the quality of the decision and the level of acceptance 
by people who are expected to implement the decision (Vroom & Yetton, 1973 as 
discussed in Yuki, 2002). 

• Situational leadership theories (see Northouse, 2004; Yuki, 2002). 

• Transformational leadership theory (Bums, 1978; Bass, 1985; Astin & Astin, 
2000). 

• Emotional intelligence theories (Goleman, 1995; Goleman, McKee & Boyatzis, 
2002) 

In the context of the modem community college, there is much interest in organizational climate 
studies and their relation to current thinking about leadership. The times require different 
assumptions regarding leader-follower relations and the choice of appropriate leadership 
strategies that lead to achievement of organizational goals. This report may help Coastline 
Community College understand and improve the overall climate by examining perceptions and 
estimates of quality and excellence across personnel groups. This report may also provide 
benchmarks and empirical data that can be systematically integrated into effective planning 
models and change strategies for Coastline Community College. 
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METHOD 

Population 

In November 2014, the Personal Assessment of the College Environment (PACE) survey was 
administered to the staff, faculty, and administrators of Coastline Community College. Of the 
501 employees administered the instrument, 183 (36.5%) completed and returned the instrument 
for analysis. Of those 183 employees, 64 (35.0%) completed the open-ended comments section. 
The purpose of the survey was to obtain the perceptions of personnel concerning the college 
climate and to provide data to assist CCC in promoting more open and constructive 
communication among faculty, staff, and administrators. Researchers at the National Initiative 
for Leadership and Institutional Effectiveness (NIUE) and the Institutional Effectiveness Office 
of CCC collaborated to administer a survey that would capture the opinions of personnel 
throughout the college. 

Employees of CCC were invited to participate in the survey through an email that contained the 
survey link and instructions. Follow-up emails were sent during the response period to encourage 
participation. The survey was up for three weeks. Completed surveys were submitted online and 
the data compiled by NIUE. The data were analyzed using the statistical package SAS, version 
9.3. 

Instrumentation 

The PACE instrument is divided into four climate factors: Institutional Structure, Supervisory 
Relationships, Teamwork, and Student Focus. A Customized section developed by Coastline 
Community College was also included in the administration of the instrument. A total of 66 
items were included in the PACE survey, as well as a series of questions ascertaining the 
demographic status of respondents. 

Respondents were asked to rate the various climate factors through their specific statements on a 
five-point scale from a low of"l" to a high of"5." The mean scores for all items were obtained 
and compared. Items with lower scores were considered to be high priority issues for the 
institution. In this way, the areas in need of improvement were ranked in order of priority, 
thereby assisting in the process of developing plans to improve the overall performance of the 
institution. 

After completing the standard survey items, respondents were given an opportunity to provide 
comments about the most favorable aspects of CCC and the least favorable aspects. The 
responses provide insight and anecdotal evidence to support the survey questions. 
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Reliability and Validity 

In previous studies, the overall PACE instrument has shown a coefficient of internal consistency 
(Cronbach's Alpha) of 0.98. Cronbach's alpha coefficient provides an internal estimate of the 
instrument's reliability. The high coefficient means that participants responded the same way to 
similar items. The Cronbach's alpha coefficients of internal consistency from July 2012 to July 
2014 are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Alpha Coefficients by Climate Category for PACEs Completed from July 2012 to 
July 2014 (n=22,629) 

Climate Category Alpha Coefficient 

Institutional Structure 0.96 

Supervisory Relationships 0.95 

Teamwork 0.94 

Student Focus 0.92 

Overall (1-46) 0.98 

Establishing instrument validity is a fundamental component of ensuring the research effort is 
assessing the intended phenomenon. To that end, NIUE has worked hard to demonstrate the 
validity of the PACE instrument through both content and construct validity. Content validity has 
been established through a rigorous review of the instrument's questions by scholars and 
professionals in higher education to ensure that the instrument's items capture the essential 
aspects of institutional effectiveness. 

Building on this foundation of content validity, the PACE instrument has been thoroughly tested 
to ensure construct (climate factors) validity through two separate factor analysis studies (Tiu, 
2001; Caison, 2005). Factor analysis is a quantitative technique for determining the 
intercorrelations between the various items of an instrument. These intercorrelations confirm the 
underlying relationships between the variables and allow the researcher to determine that the 
instrument is functioning properly to assess the intended constructs. To ensure the continued 
validity of the PACE instrument, the instrument is routinely evaluated for both content and 
construct validity. The recent revision of the PACE instrument reflects the findings of Tiu and 
Caison. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

Data were analyzed in five ways. First, a descriptive analysis of the respondents' demographics 
is presented, followed by an overall analysis of the item and climate factor means and standard 
deviations. Similar analyses were applied to the items and climate factors by Personnel 
Classification and generated priorities for change for each Personnel Classification. Also, 
comparative analyses of factor means by demographic variables were conducted. The item and 
factor means of this PACE were correspondingly compared with the NIUE Norm Base, with 
significant differences between means being identified through t-tests. Finally, a qualitative 
analysis was conducted on the open-ended comments provided by the survey respondents. 

Respondent Characteristics 

Of the 501, CCC employees administered the survey, 183 (36.5%) completed the PACE survey. 
Survey respondents classified themselves into Personnel Classifications (Refer to Table 3 and 
Figure 2 for a comparison of survey respondents to CCCCO datamart numbers). Caution should 
be used when making inferences from the data, particularly for subgroups with return rates of 
less than 60%. 

Table3. Response by Self-Selected Personnel Classification 

Percent of 
Surveys Returned Population 

Personnel Classification Population for Analysis Represented 

Administrator/Manager 28 17 60.7% 

Faculty 278 80 28.8% 

Classified/Confidential 135 59 43.7% 

Did not respond 27 

Total 441 183 41.5% 

* Self-reported classification resulted in a greater than 100% response for this category. 
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Figure 2. Proportion of Total Responses by Personnel Classification 

Classified/ 
Confidential 

38% 

Administrator/ 

27 individuals did not respond to the Personnel Classification demographic variable. 
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